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Sports players adidas Originals Spring 2013 launch joint shoes
2013-02-22 11:43:03 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: hypebeast] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network February 22 News, adidas Originals and Opening Ceremony of this year's cooperation is more than just
EQT Trail shoes do? This time gave us a another New York Run on the same cooperation to create works. Following last year's
Taking inspiration from the cycling and swimming, and the Opening Ceremony will continue to focus on these two sports theme for
departure, the adidas Originals sneakers classic design along with a vintage 1990s form interpretation. New York Run season total
of three colors, more full of black leopard pattern on them in blue tone shoes, with more than a wild appearance, the shoe side seam
on fluorescent yellow mesh fabric and the textured design element on the bottom, just the recent hot fashion footwear design
elements who complete show. As for the choice of material, each have to spend suede footwear, leather and tough nylon fabric
collage Fangsi, the movement style with advanced methods interpretation. Shoes sells for more than US $ 159. 
Related news
because it is Yao's teammate, come join the reporters packed the hall. "The hall was filled with about 180 people now, we really did
not expect to have so many people come." Pick a site staff said. 
originally thought, graduated from Duke University outstanding student Shane is a shy silent man, who started the stage, wearing
suits Battier indeed behave like a quiet gentleman. But with the deepening of the conference, led by the atmosphere, and Shane
Battier or demonstrate a distinctively American humor. An important part of the site is to make Shane foot mold, so that tailored new
boots. 
Moderator Xu Jicheng ask Shane, feeling inks is cold or hot? Shane feels a bit careful with Bigfoot, excitedly he said:. "Feel
awesome, I believe this pair of shoes make me run in the race faster, jump higher," When a reporter asked Shane, "wearing China's
sneakers back to Houston and Yao met, would say something, "Shane" strange "to ����ü feet, smiled and said:"? I want to say
sorry for Yao, because now it seems, Chinese fans have more like me. "the audience laughed, then she smiled pretending innocent
Shane shrugged.
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] traditional real economy and online shopping is facing a "rainbow night" marketing
status. Statistics show that Li Ning, Olympic, special steps such as seven or eight sports brand last year closed the 4000-5000
stores, at the same time last year, the total domestic retail network breakthrough 1.3 trillion yuan, the growth rate of online shopping is
the growth rate of total retail sales over the same period 4.7 times. 
The reasons for this phenomenon, easy fast network CEO wide Bu Qi believes that the current flow of the line, from production to
consumption of too many intermediate links between, because the information flow fragmentation, brands simply can not accurately
predict sales volume, a large number of goods backlog to the channels are not only taking up storage and capital, we can not receive
timely development of consumer demand anti-6 e-commerce is accelerating change this pattern. Statistics show that at present in
clothing, cosmetics, 3C and other fields, the permeability of online shopping have been more than 15%, appliances are also more
than 6%. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
Sports players PUMA Disc Blaze "Crackle Pack" new color 2014-12-30 11:34:02 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: kidulty]
Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network December 30 hearing, as the 1990s, a series of the most classic charm shoes Disc Blaze, has always been
a sports brand PUMA's protege, since the engraved shoe trend sweeping across the world and blowing, The series has maintained
a high degree of popularity. Some time ago, this added a new element of Disc Blaze finally ushered shelves shoes sale news.
Wearing a gray veil retro, runs through upper shoe body as a whole, the iconic black Disc button still stands proudly, without laces
design and deeply rootedmodifying the color purple as a secondary lining and midsole, midsole The burst crack can be regarded as
a unique element, no doubt is the crowning touch, Trinomic cushioning technology is also a selling point of the shoe bornnow, the
series has been added to the new shoes on sale at Suppa, priced at about 160 euros . (Media Partner: Urban lover shoes Bao
Manning shoes) 
Related news
Nike recently officially announced the Theron took the 2014-15 season home jersey design, and by the team in the first-team players
Gang beat Sony army personally demonstration with. To season shirt slogan is "made to win", designed to in traditional red and blue
stripes as the main theme, the V collar design, collar with red and yellow bars represent Catalonia, and back to Spanish paper
printed with the club's motto "MES que UB club". In addition, also with blue shorts and shirt collocation between red and blue
stockings, the overall feeling is more uniform.
Since the Nike began to enter into the football field, they pitch injected with more vigor and color, and soccer equipment especially
shoes development from before a single black and white world evolved into today's colorful. Recently, Nike will be releasing a series
using the new color to create a football shoe money work, which includes Neymar, Wayne Rooney this agile type attack to the orange
Hypervenom and Zlatan Ibrahimovic and Franck Ribery such speed type player customization of laser yellow mercurial Superfly and
shoes. Nike hopes that the equipment will also show more energy for the players to bring the best performance.
NIKE once again strong Force Air 1 Air Force Kobe Pack 1 Hi Nike. This set contains two pairs of AF1 hi is a tribute to the NBA star
Kobe Bryant, in addition to represent the Lakers (the Lakers) version of the purple, beige leather printing version is quite exciting,
high cylinder version of the classic under the advanced material shoe body and creative details of the design, the overall effect is very
three-dimensional texture. Like a friend can go to the undefeated flagship store and the official website to buy, but the price of $100
dollars (about $623 dollars), is the time to seize the opportunity to start. /> 

< br / > by Kanye West lot in public personal interpretation of Adidas ultra boost is undoubtedly one of this summer's hottest shoes.



Recently, shoe fan uses the imagination of a powerful and unconstrained style, showing the styles of this popular running shoes may
with the famous brand cooperation, and the illustrations presented in front of, in addition to the familiar supreme, a bathing ape and
NEIGHBORHOOD etc., and more unexpected joint styles for you use eye identification. (Editor: YOYO)
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] Nike recently announced that Larry Miller will rejoin the company, instead of Keith
Houlemard presidency Jordan brand. Larry Jordan will be responsible for promoting the worldwide brand promotion and business
growth, its work reporting directly to Nike's vice president Trevor Edwards. 
Larry had Brands Chairman from 1999 to 2006 between ���ǵ�, before he was vice president and general manager of Nike's
basketball team. Prior to rejoining Nike, Larry Portland Trail Blazers (Portland Trail Blazers) president. Currently, Larry also serves as
member of the Oregon Business Council and Portland mayor's economic development adviser positions. 
& quotJordan brand highlight the spirit of sport, unique products for consumers around the world have a strong appeal. & QuotTrevor
Edwards said, & quotthe Jordan brand will continue to maintain a strong market momentum, we look forward to driving the market
share expansion Larry Jordan products, so that the spirit of Jordan get more widespread, especially to keep the younger generation
have a good interaction. & Quot(Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
PARIS, October 19 (Reporter Lu dragon army) French "Les Echos" revealed on the 19th, the British sporting goods companies
Umbro (Umbro) near future are likely to be open to acquire and The most likely buyer is the world's largest sporting goods
manufacturer Nike. ; 
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